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VERSATILE
RECHARGEABLE
AND DURABLE

3 OUTPUT MODES
Easily switch between high, low, and torch output modes 
depending on your lighting needs and battery life.

UP TO 16 HOUR BATTERY LIFE
Never worry about your light turning off during those long projects 
where lighting is critical to get the job done. Features 2hr auto-turn 
off that you can also disable if needed. 

VERSATILE MOUNTING
Hang your light using the concealed swivel hook or stick it to any 
metal surface using the attached heavy duty magnets for hands free 
lighting on demand.

The Vision X Rechargeable LED Inspection Light is the ultimate workshop tool 
to put light where you need it most. The 36 powerful LEDs produce 2 brightness 
levels with 16 hours runtime at 500 effective lumens and 8 hours runtime at 
1000 effective lumens while the top torch spotlight produces 100 effective 
lumens. With fast USB-C charging via built-in charging port and compact 
docking station, charging is made even easier. This ensures the light is always 
charged ready for use. Featuring a sealed integrated switch, two heavy-duty 
magnets and a metal swivel hook for hands free operation.
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BATTERY INDICATOR
LED glows red when charging and 
the battery gauge glows green to 
show charge level

TOP TORCH
100 Lumen top torch for precise 
lighting in small spaces.

ERGONOMIC GRIP
Non-slip rubber gripping handle

DURABLE HOUSING
Shock & weather resistant
(IP65 & IK07)

HEAVY DUTY MAGNETS
For hands free operationCOVERED CHARGING PORT

USB-C 5.5 hr charge from empty

HOOK MOUNT
Concealed swivel design

LARGE ON/OFF
Easy access rubber switch

PART# DESCRIPTION ITEM # BATTERY LIFE RAW LUMENS MODES

9953847 LED RECHARGEABLE INSPECTION LIGHT XIL-WL2 Up to 16hr 100-1000 3-High, Low, Torch

Each LED Inspection light will include the docking station, charging cable, and operation instructions.
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